
“Calling the Tune and Leading a 
Merry Dance” Part 3 - 

UK Country Dances in Australia 
 

The English Country Dance had the same 'snowball' progression 
of couples described in the Écossaise in part 2 and tabulated as 
follows:- 
“1 + 2 
1 + 3 
1 + 4, 2 + 3 
1 + 5, 2 + 4 
1 + 6, 2 + 5, 3 + 4 
1 + 7, 2 + 6, 3 + 5 
1 + 8, 2 + 7, 3 + 6, 4 + 5 etc.” 
 
Remember the leading lady through consultation with the MC 

chose the figure or combinations of several figures and all others had to watch intently so that they 
could follow and not put a foot wrong as their turn came and the exponential progression built up. 
Again this suggests in society and probably as opposed to the lower classes that the dances were 
'coined' on the spot and a reason we don't find them named in references of the day, or if they are, it 
is really the tune to which they were danced. 
Although Wilson described dozens of Country Dance figures without naming as a dance (again any 
names were those of the tune), he did make some figure comparisons with ‘named dances’ which 
would perhaps indicate they at least were widely known and possibly across various levels of class. 
There I think is a clue and it could be reasonably assumed, as between 1808 and the 1820s - the 
publishing period of Wilson under discussion, these dances would have been known out here. The 
dances he mentioned were: - Nancy Dawson, Haunted Tower, Speed the Plough, College Hornpipe, 
The Campbells are Coming, Haste to the Wedding, Rakish Highlandman and Sir David Hunter Blair. 
In addition Sir Roger de Coverley and the Triumph are the only two named dances in his book 
because they had ‘unalterable figures'. These can be reliably added to the list. Ellis Rogers makes the 
comment that Wilson stated ‘Haste to the Wedding’ was the same throughout England and that in 
this he was wrong.  

We know from the Sydney Gazette of 1803 that at a wedding at the Rocks the Country 
Bumpkin, Irish Trot and Cheshire Rounds were danced as well as perhaps the Triumph.  
Sydney Gazette, Sunday, May 15, 1803 2c 

“On the evening of Saturday the 7th instant a Celebration of Nuptials took place on the Rocks, at 
which a numerous group of congratulants assembled to greet the enamored Touchstone and his 
beloved Audrey. Compliments at an end, the circling planet of the board was briskly courted, and a 
fiddler with his merry crowd, received a universal welcome: the merry dance commenced, and the 



fair bride led down the Country Bumpkin, which was performed in character. The Cheshire rounds 
and the Irish trot were also gone through with equal success, after which a contest for the Breeches 
ensued, but was determined in favour of Madam Beatrice, and the ladies at parting, withdrew in 
triumph. On Monday evening a grand serenade of culinary instruments waited on the new-married 
pair, which in harmoney came little short of marrow-bones and cleavers. The musicians demanded a 
fee, imposed by custom, and which being complied with, the Young couple were left to their domestic 
Quiet.” 
Ellis Rogers confirms it is likely to be a fill-in:- 
“This I feel is a made-up piece just to fill space. Otherwise why would they not give the bride and 
grooms real names instead of using the stock characters from 18th C. 'Pastoral' poems.”  
Nevertheless he agrees it incorporates dance names that must have been known. The Triumph is one 
other possible dance mentioned there that has not been detected before and it is possible the 
Touchstone also qualifies. A couple of other interesting things. Is the 'contest for the breeches' an 
'ocker version' of the bride throwing the bouquet over her shoulder? Note also the 'grand serenade of 
culinary instruments …. little short of marrow-bones and cleavers', an early form of what we would 
call a 'tin kettling'. The Triumph is listed as early as 1793 in an English Dance Manual (Prestons) and 
it was used as the opening dance for the Bals d’Hiver programme in Hobart in 1853 and as the 
second last dance on an 1867 Masonic Ball at Braidwood NSW, followed by Sir Roger de Coverley.  

 
“Old Dance in a New Country” Sydney 1880 from the ‘London Graphic’ courtesy State Library of Victoria “LaTrobe 
Picture Collection? 

Scottish Dances  
The Scotch Reel or Highland Reel consisted simply of groups of either three people (the threesome) 



or four people (the foursome), and similar or at least comparable to the middle section of our modern 
day Dashing White Sergeant; the middle person(s) pas de basque sets with one participant and arms, 
then with the other and commences the reel of three (or four). This pattern sometimes compared to a 
figure eight path (8) is the same as the term ‘hey’ used in English Country Dancing. It requires an 
extra loop in the interweaving if there are four people. It continues with each person changing place 
to have a turn in the centre and the setting is often characterised by raising arms, clicking fingers and 
‘heuching’ (loud Scottish call). The dance usually commences to steady Strathspey music and will 
eventually change to the Reel, which will gather tempo. The Scottish Foursome Reel is the one dance 
of this type Shirley Andrews was adamant was very well known in early Australia. Other Scottish 
Country Dances of the period (and Wilson also describes some new reels) may also have been 
popular. One that was known is ‘Merrily Danced (or Kiss) the Quaker’s Wife’ as well as a kissing 
dance called ‘Babbity Bowster’. Similar English equivalent kissing dances such as the ‘Cushion 
Dance’ were known; things such as ‘Kiss in the Ring’ were popular in early Colonial Australia and 
here is a direct reference to the Cushion Dance:-  
Hobart Town Gazette & Van Diemen's Land Advertiser Friday 22nd April 1825. 
“On Friday night a Ball and Supper were given at the Waterloo inn, to a numerous assemblage of 
"gay Lotharios," and pretty women. An excellent band was in attendance. The pigs and poultry are 
said to have been prime. The cushion dance is described as having proved delightful. And Miss Sally 
P. is allowed to have been the unparagoned waltzer of the evening”. 

Much later in the 1860s a write-up about the cushion dance appears and has been taken from an 
edition of Playford. 

Sydney Morning Herald Monday September 28 1868 

Cushion Dance 

“But the most popular of all these old contre-dances in the days of our first George was ‘Joan 
Anderson, or the Cushion Dance - an all round dance’; for which the author of “The 
Dancing-Master” (1721) gives the following rules:-  

“This dance is begun by a single person (either man or woman), who taking a cushion in 
their hand, dances about the room; and, at the end of the tune, they stop and sing, “This 
dance it will no further go”. The musicians answer, “I pray you, Sir, why say you so?” 

Man: ' Because Joan Anderson will not come too.' Music : She must come too, and she shall 
come too, and she must come whether she will or no.' Then he lays down the cushion before 
the woman, on which she kneels, and he kisses, ' singing ' Welcome, Joan Anderson, 
welcome, welcome.' then she rises, takes up the cushion, and both dance, singing, ' Prinkcum 
prankcum, is a fine dance, and shall we go dance it once again, once again, and once again, 
and shall we go dance it once again ?' Then, making a stop, the woman sings as before, 'This 
dance,' &c. Music: "I pray you Madame &c. Woman: Because John Anderson,' &c. Music He 
must,' &c. And so she lays down the cushion before a man, who, kneeling upon it, salutes her, 
she singing, ' Welcome, John Anderson,' &c.' 'then, he taking up the cushion, they both take 
hands and dance round, singing as before. And thus they do till the whole company are taken 
into the ring; and, if there is company enough, make a little ring in the middle, and within 
that ring get a chair, and lay the cushion on it. Then the cushion is laid before the first man, 
the woman singing ' This dance, &c ' (as before), only instead of 'come too' they sing 'go fro'; 
and instead of 'Welcome, John Anderson, &c.' they sing, ' Farewell, John Anderson, farewell 
, farewell ;' and so they go out one by one as they came in.-Note, the woman is kissed by all 
the men in the ring at her coming in and going out, and likewise the man by all the women."” 



On pg 52 of Philip Richardson's book the rise of interest in Scottish dances is highlighted when for 
the coming out ball of sixteen year old Princess Charlotte in 1813 she especially requested the 
fashionable Scotch Dances be on the programme:- 

“The Princess entered so much into the spirit of the Fete as to ask for the then fashionable 
Scotch Dances. The ball was organised to commemorate the successful Battle of Vittoria in the 
Peninsular War and doubled for Princess Charlotte’s ‘coming out’.” 
Meanwhile back to Australia, in the Sydney Gazette, 7th September 1841 

 “The Goulburn Annual Ball at the Argyle Hotel was opened with a double Scottish Reel to 
the air of 'Clydesdale Lasses' by James Hunter, Esq., and lady, Thomas Brodie, Esq., Ross and Earl, 
Esq., with their ladies at 9p.m.  

Shirley Andrews believed this indicated the double Scottish Reel was in fact the Clydesdale Lasses 
as the dances in Australia were tune specific in this era. 

Rosemary Coupe, Scottish Country Dance Historian of Vancouver has sent me information of dances 
taught by one of the itinerant dancing masters on a farm just out of Glasgow in 1803. The first three 
pages transcribe a letter “From Mr. A. Smith, Hamilton, to Mr. William Watson, Blantyre Farm,” 
with eccentric spelling reproduced. The remaining pages consist of instructions for country dances. 
The first 22 of these are dated 19th Aug. 1805 and titled “A List of Country dances according to Mr. 
William Seymour from Kilbride, which he taught at Blantyre farm, above date.” A further section is 
dated 7th Oct. 1805 and entitled “Second month’s Country dances”; it has instructions for 12 dances, 
including one written by William Seymour himself. The last section is titled “Country dances from 
Mr. William Seymour 1805” and contains 8 further dances. The Manuscript does not include music, 
and gives no indication of the musical phrasing of the dances. This is held by the A.K. Bell Library 
Perth in Scotland and several of the dances have now been re-constructed by the RSCD. Dances 
include the Common Cotillion or French Cotillion and the earliest record of an Eightsome Reel, three 
in fact. Others mentioned include Lord Lennox Love to Blantyre, a ‘Common Figure’ that resembles 
Mrs MacLeod, then Duke of Perth, The Fight about the Fireside, The Merry Lads of Ayr, Tibby 
Fowler, New Rigged Ship, The Long Chase, Lochiel's Awa' to France, Admiral Nelson, The 
Widows, Swallow, The Heather, Princess Royal, Haymaking – Lord McDonald's Reel, Jenny 
Nettles, The Deil Among the Taylors, Soldier's Joy, French Country Dance, 'Kill Row', Fife Hunt, 
and the Duke of Argyle. 

To what extent any of these might have been transported to Australia would be speculation on the 
one hand, but Scottish traditions and areas of population were high and those like Governor 
Macquarie certainly maintained Scottish Reels on ball programmes over fashionable dances such as 
the Waltz which arrived in Sydney in 1815 and which he abhorred.  

Rosemary Coupe as Editor of The White Cockade RSCD published an article in May 2004 on The 
Nineteenth-Century Manuals.  Her explanation of the evolution of the dance manuals also explains a 
consolidation or even a standardisation of dance figures relative to their tunes and thus the ambiguity 
of selection by the leading ladies of the early Regency period falls by the way. 
“Our dance “cheat sheets” follow a long tradition. In the late eighteenth century, the perfectly 
equipped dancer could languidly glance at her dance fan, which carried miniature printed 
instructions for dances. An early nineteenth-century Master of Ceremonies might discreetly look 
down at a tiny set of cards in the palm of his hand, describing the different sets of the Quadrille. But 
as polkas, waltzes, galopades, ecossaises, Swedish dances and Spanish dances joined the country 
dance, the reel and the quadrille in the popular nineteenth-century ballroom, a need for handy, 
mass-produced dance instructions became apparent. Instead, a much smaller and more stable 



repertoire of country dances appears in the manuals. “Circassian Circle” (based on the first set of 
the quadrilles) first appears in John Smyth’s manual (c.1820), “Petronella” and “Triumph” in the 
Lowes’ manual (2nd ed. 1822), and “Blue Bonnets” in William Smyth (1830). Together with others 
like “Flowers of Edinburgh,” “Duke of Perth,” “Mrs. MacLeod,” “Meg Merrilees,” and “The 
Merry Lads of Ayr,” these dances appear, virtually unchanged, in most subsequent manuals. These 
manuals were published not only in Edinburgh and Glasgow, but in Stirling, Dundee, Aberdeen, 
Kirkcaldy, and Brechin. Details of style may have varied from region to region, but the basic figures 
stayed the same. So while dances like “Petronella” and “Triumph” were English in origin, they 
become traditional Scottish dances during the nineteenth century.” 
 
The itinerant dancing teachies known as 'dancies' were active throughout the British Isles and Ireland 
at this time. 

 


